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Signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) expressions for a doubly spread target are derived for both 
broadband and narrow-band transmit signals. For broadband signals, the SIR is dependent upon 
target andsreverberation two-frequency correlation functions and upon the transmit and 
processing waveforms. For wide-sense stationary uncorrelated spreading (WSSUS) 
communication channels (which implies narrow-band transmissions), the SIR is dependent upon 
target and reverberation scattering functions and the cross-ambiguity function of the transmit 
and processing waveforms. Volume reverberation and target two-frequency correlation functions 
and scattering functions are derived. Volume reverberation ismodeled as the spatially 
uncorrelated scattered field from randomly distributed point scatterers indeterministic plus 
random translational motion. A single scattering approximation is used and frequency-dependent 
directivity functions and attenuation due to absorption are included. A probability density 
function of random Doppler shift due to the random motion of the scatterers is also derived. 
Computer plots of the density function are presented as a function of the standard eviation of the 
random motion. The target is modeled as a linear array of discrete highlights in deterministic 
translational motion. Example scattering function calculations are presented. The volume 
reverberation scattering function predicts Doppler spreading as a function of both beam steering 
angle and random motion of the scatterers. The target scattering function also predicts a spread in 
Doppler values. Both scattering functions predict ime spread and/or contraction as a function of 
Doppler spread. 
PACS numbers' 43.60.Cg, 43.30.Vh. 
INTRODUCTION 
The detection problem considered in this paper is the 
following binary hypothesis testing problem: 
H•: ?(t)=.•r(t)+.•s(t)+ h(t), -- oo <t< oo, (1) 
Ho: 7r(t ) =.• {t ) + h(t ), -- oo < t < oo, {2) 
where 
.•r{t ) =f_••o•{f)Hr{f+fc,t )exp{ +j2rrfi )df (3) 
and 
.•a (t) = X {f)Ha {f + fc ,t )exp( + j2rrfi )dr (4) 
Hypothesis Hi states that the complex envelope of the re- 
ceived signal •t )is equal to the sum of the complex envelopes 
of the target return.•r(t ), the reverberation return 9a (t), and 
noise •(t ). It is assumed that .•r(t ), .•a (t), and •(t) are zero 
mean, uncorrelated random processes. It is also assumed 
that •(t ) is white. Hypothesis Ho states that •(t ) is equal to the 
sum of the reverberation return and noise. The reverberation 
return, in general, is a composite of volume, surface, and 
bottom returns. 
From Eqs. {3) and {4) it can be seen that both the target 
al This paper is based on Chaps. 3and 4 ofL. J. Ziomek's Ph.D. dissertation 
"A Scattering Function Approach to Underwater Acoustic Detection and 
Signal Design," The Pennsylvania State University (1981). 
and reverberation (ocean medium) are being modeled as lin- 
ear, time-varying, random filters. The expressions 
Hr•f + fc,t } and Ha •f + fc,t } are the random, time-varying, 
target and reverberation transfer functions, respectively. 
They are equal to the Fourier transforms, with respect o 
of the real, time-varying, random impulse response func- 
tions hr(r,t ) and ha (r,t ), respectively. The expression h (r,t ) 
denotes the response of the filter at time t due to the applica- 
tion of a unit impulse at time t - r. The expression X {f) is the 
Fourier transform of the input {transmit) complex envelope 
•{t ), andfc is the center or carder frequency in hertz. Equa- 
tions {3) and {4) are exact relationships which are valid for 
both narrow-band and broadband transmit signals. • 
A more common input-output relationship frequently 
used is 
•(t )• •(t -- r)h (r,t )dr, (4a) 
where h (r,t) is the complex envelope of the real filter h (r,t). 
Note, however, that Eq. (4a)is an approximate relationship 
which is based upon the assumption that both •(t -- r) and 
h (r,t) are narrow-band signals in r. This can be easily verified 
by noting• that if fi (r,t) is in fact ime invariant, i.e., if 
• (r,t) = h (t - [t -- r]) =/t (r), then Eq. (4a)reduces to the fa- 
miliar convolution integral 
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)(t )• f ;o•(t --r)$t (r)dr, (4b) 
which is also an approximate expression based upon a nar- 
row-band assumption (e.g., see Van Trees 2 or Whalen3). 
Since the form of Eq. (4a) is based upon a narrow-band as- 
sumption, it is not used in this paper. 
The approach of treating the ocean medium as a linear, 
time-varying, random communication channel is well estab- 
lished. 4-•3 This approach as also been applied to target scat- 
tering problems in radar astronomy •4 and to communication 
channels in general. •5'•6 However, with respect o target 
models, past research efforts have been devoted mainly to 
the slowly fluctuating point target problem. •7-24 Efforts to 
treat more complicated target models were made by Kooij •5 
and Moose. •ø They modeled the target as a linear, time-in- 
variant, deterministic filter. The target could then be consi- 
dered as a singly spread target rather than as a point target. 
The time-invariant assumption implies no relative target 
motion, and hence, no target Doppler. Therefore the target 
return is spread in round-trip time delay values only. How- 
ever, as will be demonstrated later, since the target is being 
modeled as a time-varying filter in this paper, we will obtain 
target return spreading in both round-trip time delay and 
Doppler values. Hence the designation, "doubly spread tar- 
get." The concepts of a slowly fluctuating point target, a 
singly spread target, and a doubly spread target are dis- 
cussed in Van Trees. 26 Green 14 also treated radar astronomy 
targets (e.g., moons and planets) as linear, time-varying, ran- 
dom filters. 
Expressions for the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) 
for a doubly spread target will be derived in Sec. I of this 
paper for both broadband and narrow-band transmit sig- 
nals. It will be shown that in the broadband case, the SIR is 
dependent upon target and reverberation two-frequency 
correlation functions and upon the transmit and processing 
waveforms. For wide-sense stationary uncorrelated spread- 
ing (WSSUS} communication channels {which implies nar- 
row-band transmissions}, the SIR is dependent upon target 
and reverberation scattering functions and the cross-ambi- 
guity function of the complex envelopes of the transmit and 
processing waveforms. In Sec. II, a volume reverberation 
two-frequency correlation function and scattering function 
are derived. In the past, assumed functional forms for the 
reverberation scattering function {clutter density function} 
were used in order to evaluate the SIR {e.g., see Refs. 10, 17, 
and 19}. It is interesting to note that Middleton •7 (see p. 402} 
has stated {in the context of his reverberation model} that 
when the inherent random Doppler of scatterers is taken 
specifically into account, a scattering function cannot be de- 
fined. However, it will be demonstrated in Sec. II that for the 
volume reverberation model used in this paper, a volume 
reverberation scattering function can be defined when ran- 
dom motion of scatterers is included. We will restrict our- 
selves to volume reverberation only in this paper since deri- 
vations of surface reverberation scattering functions have 
appeared in the literature. •8-3ø In Sec. III, a target wo-fre- 
quency correlation function and scattering function are also 
derived. And finally, in Sec. IV, example calculations of vol- 
ume reverberation and target scattering functions are pre- 
sented. 
I. THE SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE RATIO FOR A 
DOUBLY SPREAD TARGET 
A. Broadband transmit signal 
The particular receiver structure used to process •(t ) is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The function g(t} is referred to as the 
"processing waveform." The receiver performs the follow- 
ing test: choose hypothesis H• if 
I• 12 - b(t )•*(t )dt > 7/ (5) 
and choose Ho otherwise. The threshold 7/is chosen to satisfy 
a desired probability of false alarm constraint in a Neyman- 
Pearson test. 
Let us now compute the output signal-to-interference 
power ratio (SIR) for the receiver shown in Fig. 1. The SIR as 
used in this paper is defined as 
SIR•E {l•y• I:}/E {1• 12}, (6) 
where 
= )•*(t )dt, (7) 
• = ;; b(t •*(t )dt, (8) 
and 
5(t)=)a (t) + h(t). (9) 
Using Eqs. (7)-(9), it can b•' shown that 
- g I =1 - )R•(t, t')•(t')dt dt' (10) 
and 
I =1 = •*(t )Ry. (t, t '•(t')dt dt' 
+ No Ig(t )l 2 dt, (• •) 
where 
Ry• (t, t') = E 19•(t •(t ')} (12) 
and 
• (t, t')= E I 9•(t •(t')}. (]3) 
The parameter No is the spectral height of the complex white 
noise h(t ), E [. } is the expectation operator, and the asterisk 
denotes complex conjugation. 





ß • < 
H o 
FIG. 1. Receiver structure for processing •(t ). 
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SIR = 
f_' ;_ø •*(t )R•T (t, t '}•(t ')dt t' 
•*(t )R•. (t, t ')•(t ')dt dt' + No I•(t )12dt 
{14) 
where the autocorrelation functions of the target and rever- 
beration returns are given by 
R• (t, t ') 
= X(f}X*(f')Rm(f+f•, f' +f•, t, t'} 
Xexp[ +y2•ft--f't')]dfdf' (15) 
and 
R•. (t, t')= X(f)X*(f')Rn (f+f½,f' +f½, t, t') 
Xexp[ +j2•ft--f't')]dfdf', {16} 
where 
Rm(f +f•, f' +f•, t, t') 
=E{Hr(f+f•,t)H•(f' +f•, t')} (17) 
and 
Ru, {f +f•,f' +f•, t, t') 
= E {Ha(f+f½, t )H•(f' +f½, t')l. (18) 
Equations { 14) through { 18) specify the SIR for a doubly 
spread target when either a broadband or narrow-band sig- 
nal is transmitted. The autocorrelation functions given by 
Eqs. {17)and {18)are referred to as two-frequency correla- 
tion functions or two-frequency mutual coherence func- 
tions. 3•The significance of the two-frequency correlation 
function will be discussed in Sec. II. Equation {15) was ob- 
tained by substituting Eq. {3)into Eq. {12), and similarly, Eq. 
{16} was obtained by substituting Eq. {4) into Eq. {13). 
B. Narrow-band transmit signal 
If the linear, time-varying, random filters Hr(f +fc, t ) 
and H a {f + fc, t } are, in fact, wide-sense stationary uncorre- 
lated spreading {WSSUS} communication channels, then the 
two-frequency correlation functions given by Eqs. (17} and 
{18} reduce to 
Rm(f +f•, f' +f•, t, t') =Rm(a f, At } (19) 
and 
R,, (f+f•,f' +f•, t, t') = Rs, (a f, At ), (20) 
respectively, i.e., thecorrelation functions are wide-sense I 
-- 
stationary in both frequency and time 4 where A f=f--f' 
and At = t -- t '. The expression RH{A f, At } is sometimes 
referred to as the time-frequency orrelation function. 6'9 
It will be shown in Secs. II and III that in order for the 
two-frequency correlation function to be wide-sense station- 
ary in frequency, a narrow-band transmit signal must be 
used. 32 The condition of wide-sense stationarity in frequency 
does not hold for broadband transmissions. 9 
The two-frequency correlation function RH{A f, At} is 
related to the scattering function Rs{z, • } by the following 
two-dimensional Fourier transformations6: 
Rn{A f at} 
= f ] f R•{•-, c• )exp[ --j2•r{a f•-  c•at ) ]d•' dc• 
and {21) 
Rs(•" c  ) = f_ • f; RH(A f' t )
X exp[ +j2zr{a f•- -- c•At }IdA fdat. (22} 
The scattering function can be thought of as an average pow- 
er density function which determines the average amount of 
spread in round-trip time delay r and frequency • that a 
signal's power will undergo as the signal propagates through 
a random, time-varying, medium. a Note that Rs(r, c• ) is a 
real, positive function of r and •.•.9 
With the use of Eqs. (19) through (21), the autocorrela- 
tion functions of the target and reverberation returns as giv- 
en by Eqs. (15) and (16), respectively, can be rewritten as 
R• (t, t')= f; f; 2(t --•')Rs• (•', q)2*(t ' -- •' )
X exp( + j2•rq•At )d•' d• (23) 
and 
Ry• {t, '} = ;; Y;oo 2{t- •-)Rs• (•-, q•:*{t' -- •') 
X exp( +j2•rq•At )dr dq•, (24) 
where Rs• (•', q• ) and Rs, (•', q• ) are the target and reverbera- 
tion scattering functions. And upon substituting Eqs. (23) 
and (24) into Eq. (14), one obtains 
SIR = 




q- •-)exp( q-j2•rq•t }dt (26) 
! 
is the cross-ambiguity function of the complex envelope of 
the transmit signal •{t }, and the complex envelope of the 
processing waveform •(t }. Equation {25} is the SIR for a dou- 
bly spread target when a narrow-band signal is transmitted. 
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As an example, let us calculate the SIR for a slowly 
fluctuating point target when a narrow-band signal is trans- 
mitted. The scattering function for a slowly fluctuating point 
target can be expressed as •4 
where E [1• 12 ] includes the array gains, propagation l sses, 
and scattering cross section of the target; and r' and •b' are 
known constants. Substituting Eq. {27} into Eq. {25} yields 
the desired result {e.g., see DeLong and Hofstetter•8}: 
SIR = 
)l + Ig,(t )l dt 
DeLong and Hofstetter •8 assumed that •-' = 0 and •' = 0 in 
their expression for the SIR for a point target. If these values 
for r' and •b' are substituted into Eq. {28), then 
I 0)l - R(t)•*(t)dt , (29) 
which agrees with their result. 
Note, that no Gaussian assumptions were made in de- 
riving the SIR expressions given by Eqs. { 14) and {25). How- 
ever, when•r{t ),•R {t ), and •{t )are Gaussian, zero mean, and 
uncorrelated {statistically independent) and •{t) is white, 
then the error performance of the receiver shown in Fig. 1 
{although it is not an optimal receiver for detecting a doubly 
spread target 26) is given by 
1/{1 +SIR} (30) Po =P• , 
where Pn is the probability of detection and Pr is the prob- 
ability of false alarm? '• Therefore, in the important case of 
Gaussian statistics, maximizing the SIR is equivalent to 
maximizing the probability of detection for a given probabil- 
ity of false alarm in a Neyman-Pearson test. 2• The SIR for a 
doubly spread target can be maximized via signal design, i.e., 
by designing the transmit signal •(t) and/or the processing 
waveform •(t ).34 
One can see from Eqs. {14) and {25) that in order to 
evaluate or maximize the SIR for a doubly spread target for 
either a broadband or narrow-band transmit signal, one 
must be able to specify either target and reverberation two- 
frequency correlation functions or target and reverberation 
scattering functions. 
II. VOLUME REVERBERATION 
A. Two-frequency correlation function 
Volume reverberation is the result of the scattering of 
energy by the inherent inhomogeneities in the ocean medium 
{e.g., fish, bubbles, zooplankton, etc.) and its changing index 
of refraction. •ø'35-37 In the analysis which follows, volume 
reverberation is modeled as the spatially uncorrelated scat- 
tered field from randomly distributed discrete point scat- 
terers. 38 It is assumed that the particles are undergoing 
translational motion. A single scattering approximation is 
used throughout the analysis. 
We begin by considering the physical situation depicted 
by Fig. 2 and computing the scattered field at the receive 
I 
=t I 
FIG. 2. Bistatic geometry for calcula- 
tion of scattered field from a single parti- 
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array due [o a single particle. Note that both the transmit 
and receive planar arrays are in a bistatic onfiguration a d 
both are assumed not to be ill motion. When transmission in 
the direetlon h r begins at t = 0, the range of the particle 
from the transmit array ifi the direction •r is equal to RoT. 
Similarly, the range of the particle from the receive array in 
the direction -- hA .at t = 0 is equal to Ro,. Both r and fir 
are Unit vectors. The pai'ticle's motion is described by the 
time-varying translational Velocity vector V(t }. Therefore the 
range of the particle fro• the transmit array at any time t, in 
the direction fir, is give•n by 
fO g R r(t ) -- RoT q- V(t ).hr dt (31) 
and similarly, the range of the particle from the receive array 
at any time t, in the directiofi -- hA, is 
t Ra (t } = Ro, q- V(t ).( -- hA )St. (32) 
Assume that a unit amplitude, time-harmonic signal is trans- 
mitted and that the moving particle is in the farfield region of 
both the transmit and receive arrays. At some time instant, 
say t = t •, the time-harmonic'signal tr nsmitted in the di- 
rection h r is incident upon th e particle and some power is 
scattered towards the receive array in the direction hA. The 
scattered acoustic pressure field begins to appear at the out- 
put of the receive array at time t•, where 
t• = t • q- a a(t • )/c, (33) 
t • is the retarded time, and c is the speed of sound {in m/s) in 
the medium and is assumed to be constant. The output at 
time t t is given by 
y(t•) = Re[H(f, t•)exp( +j2rrfi•}], (34) 
where 
H{f, t,} = Dr{kxT, kyTlg{ha• hr, f}Da{kx., 
exp [ --jkR r{t •)] exp [ -- ar(f)Rr(t •)] 
exp [ -- jkR a ( t • ) ] exp[ -- aa (f)Ra (t •)] 
(35j 
when the transmit signal x{t ) = Re[exp( +j2•rfi }]. 
Equation (35)is the random, time-varying, transfer 
function of the communication channel corresponding to 
the physical situation of a single particle in translational mo- 
tion with respect o a bistatic transmit/receive array geome- 
try. The expressions Dr and DR are the farfield directivity 
patterrls of the transmit and receive arrays, respectively. The 
farfield directivity pattern of an acoustic planar array is giv- 
en by the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the spatial 
distribution of normal driving velocity, say v(x, y); i.e., 
D(k•,k•)=••av(x,y)exp[ +j(k•x+k•y)]dxdy (36) 
when the baffle surrounding the active region R is assumed 
to be rigid. 39 The x and y components ofthe wavenumber k 
are given by 
k• = k sin 0 cos •p = ku (37) 
and 
ky = k sin 0 sin •p = kv, (38) 
where 
k = 2•rf/c = 2•r/A. (39) 
The terms u = sin 0 cos •p and v = sih 0 sin •p are the direc- 
tion cosines with respect o the positive X and Yaxes, respec- 
tively. The expressions a r and aa are the frequency depen- 
dent amplitude attenuation coefficients due to sound 
absorption, with units of nepers/metets, along the transmit 
and receive paths, respectively. 
The function g(ha, hr,f) is referred to as the scattering 
amplitude function. 4ø It represents tie random farfield am- 
plitude of the scattered wave in the direction hA wl'len the 
particle is illuminated (insonifie d} by a unit amplitude plane 
wave propagating in the direction hr. 
In order to simplify Eq. (35}• assume that he velocity of 
the particle is constant during the time it is insonified, i.e., 
V{t}= V and that 
and 
RoT • V(t )'hT dt (40) 
t l Ro. } V(t ).( -- ha)dt. (41) 
Also assume that a r{ f} = aa {f} = a{ f}. Therefore, upon 
using these assumptions [Eqs. {40} and {41} are only used in 
simplifying the denominator], Eq. {35} reduces to 
H (f t,} = F(f) exp[ --jkeff [RoT + Ro. + (hr -- ha).Vt• ]} 
RoTRo. (42) 
where 
t [ = {t• -- Ro• /c}/{1 -- V.ha/c}, (43} 
F(f)•Dr(k• T, kyT}g(h a , hr,f)Da(k• , ky, ) (44) 
and kerr is the complex effective wavenumber defined by 
k• •k -fa(f). (45) 
SinCe the transfer function given by Eq. (42} is random, 
I 
it is more appropriate O characterize the scattered field by 
the two-frequency•cotrelatiOn function. If we consider a unit 
volume element dVand assume that he particles occupying 
dVare characterized by i entical parameters {e.g., scattering 
amplitud6 functions arid translational velocity vectors} and 
that he fields cattered from these particles are uncorrelat- 
ed, then the volume reverberation two-frequency orrelation 
function corresponding to d• is given by 
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Rn• (f+fc,f' +fc, t, t') 
= Rn(f+fc,f' +fc, t, t')pv dV, (46) 
where p v is the volume density function of the point scat- 
terers {number of scatterers per unit volume} and Rn{ f + f½, 
f' + f½, t, t '} is the correlation function of •Eq. {42}. With the 
I 
use of Eqs. {42} through {45} and upon integrating the fight- 
hand side of Eq. {4•6) over the scattering volume V, which is 
common to both the transmit and receive arrays, it .can be 
, 
shown that the following general bistatic expression for the 
volume reverberation two-frequency correlation function is 
obtained: 
R• {f +fc,f' +fc, t,, t2} 
= ;eE [F{f+f½}F*{f' +f½}}E [exp{--j2•r[(1 + f•t,--(1+ f•)t:]•b } 
Xexp[ +j2•r{f -- f'}{q) /f½}{Ro•/C}]exp{ -- [a{f +f½}{t, -- Ro•/C } + a{f' +f½}{t: -- Ro•/C}] [{•r -- 
Xexp{ -- [a{f+f½}+a{f' +re}]{RoT + Ro•}}exp{ --j2•r[{RoT +Ro•)/c]{f--f')}{p•/R•R•)dV, 
where, from Eq. (44), 
E [F{f+fc)F*(f' +fc)} = Dr(k•ur, k•vr}D•{k2ur , k2vr} 
X E {g{he, hr,A)g*(he, hr,f2)}De (k•ue, k•ve )D •{k2ue, k2ve ), (48) 
where 
ki=2rrf/c; i= 1, 2, (49} 
f• =f +fc, 150) 
and 
A =f, +fc; (51) 
and 
- (52) 
is the bistatic Doppler shift where it has been assumed that 
]Y{/c•l. In general, V can be expressed as the sum of a 
deterministic component U, and a random or fluctuating 
component V•. 
The derivation of Eq. (47) was based upon the assump- 
tion that the scattered fields from different spatial locations 
withi. n Vare uncorrelated. For simplicity, all particles within 
the common scattering volume Vare assumed to be charac- 
terized by the same scattering amplitude function g(•, h r,f) 
and velocity vector V. Otherwise, g(•, •r,f) and V have to 
be shown as functions of positio n within V. Note, however, 
g(•, •r,f) is still a function of geometry because ofits de- 
pendence upon •r and •. 
For a monostatic transmit/receive array geometry, let 
Ro•=Ro•=r, ur=ue=u, vr=ve=v, (53) 
and 
Ishimam 31 refers to the autocorrelation function of the 
random, time-varying transfer function R•{f, f', t, 
t '} = E [ H {f, t }H *{f', t '}} as the two-frequency'Correlation 
function or the two-frequency mutual coherence function. 
The expression R• (f,f', t, t '} is equal to the amount 0fcorre- 
lation which exists between the output fields H (f, t) and 
H {f', t ') at two different imes (t and t '} due to the application 
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of time-harmolaic input fields at two different frequencies (f 
and f'). if two time-harmonic waves are transmitted at the 
same frequency f, and the resulting output fields are ob- 
served at two different times t and t ', the correlation between 
the output fields decreases a  the time difference At = t -- t ' 
increases. 3• The value of the time difference A t at which the 
correlatiola function Rn(f,f, t, t ') = E {H (f, t )H *(f, t ')} is 
approximately equal to zero or decreases toa specified level 
is called the coherence time. 3• The r{:ciprocal of the coher- 
ence time is equal to the amount of frequ• ency spread a wave 
will undergo as it propagates in a random, time-varying me- 
dium. 3• 
Similarly? if tWO time-harmonic waves are transmitted 
at two different frequenciesfandf', an d the resulting output 
fields are observed at the same [ime t, the correlation 
between the two output fields decreases a  the fre•quency dif- 
ference A f = f-- f' increases. 3 • The value of the frequency 
difference A f at which the correla[ion function R n { f,' f', t, 
t } = E { H {f, t }H *{f', t }} is approximately equal to zero or 
decreases to a specified level is called the coheren•ce band- 
width. 31 The reciprocal of the coherence bandwidth is equal 
to the amount of s. pread in round-trip time delay a wave will 
undergo as it propagates in a random, time-¾arying medi- 
31 
um. 
Therefore both the coherence time an•d the coherence 
bandwidth, and hence, the frequency and time delay spread- 
ing a, ssociated with our model of volume reverberation, can 
be computed from Eq. {47}. With the use of Eq. {47}, the 
autocorrelation function Ry• {t, t '}, which is given by Eq. { 16} 
and appears in the SIR expression given by Eq. { 14), can now 
be computed. 
B. Scattering function 
Since R n• as given by Eq. (47) is not a function of A f 
and At, the volume reverberation scattering function cannot 
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be obtained from it via the two-dimensional Fourier trans- 
formation given by Eq. (22). However, if it is assumed that 
the transmit signal is narrow band, it can be shown that Eq. 
(47) reduces to a function of A f and At. Therefore let us 
assume that the transmit signal is indeed narrow band, and 
aS a result, it is reasonable to assume that I fl•f½ and 
If'l< f½ so that 32 
E [F(f+f½)F*{f' +f½)} •E I (54) 
I 
a(f +f½)•a(f½}, (55) 
and 
a( f' + f½ )•_•a( f½ ). (56) 
Note that the term narrow band is used to d•cfi• a trans- 
mit si• vis-fi-vis broadband whenever the approximations 
•ven by •s. {•4} through {•6} are valMfi 'a: 
Using •s. {•4} through {•6} and the •sumptions that 
}fl/< •1 and If'l/< <1, •. (47)can now be written •
where A f = f- f' and A t = t • -- t 2. The two-frequency or- 
relation function is still not a function ofA t due to the pres- 
ence of the term t• + t 2 appearing in the third exponential 
factor, involving attenuation due to sound absorption. 
Now, with regard to the significance ofthe third expo- 
nential factor appearing in the integrand of Eq. {57) to at- 
tenuation, consider the following order of magnitude argu- 
ment. The time instants t• and t 2 correspond to the times at 
which reverberation returns are monitored at the receive ar- 
ray and are approximately equal to 
tl'•lRor 'Jr' Roa )/C (58) 
and 
t2•(ROr q- Ro• )/c + &, (59) 
1 
•where •t is some r latively small time increment si ce it is 
assumed that t2 > t•. Therefore, using Fxls. (58)and (59), it 
can be shown that 
exp[ -- a{f•) [{t, + t2)- 2Ro•/c] [{i• T -- i•R )'V ] } 
•_•exp{--a(f½)(2Ror +c•t)[(hr -- hR)'V/c] }, (60) 
which is negligible compared to the attenuation due to 
exp [ - a(f• )(2Rot -[- 2Ro• )] 
and can therefore be ignored. Making use of this observation 
and assuming that V can be expressed as the sum of a deter- 
ministic and random component, Eq. (57) finally reduces to 
the desired result: 
RH. {A f•At } =ffrE { lF{fc}12}exp{ --J•'[At--(•" cf)(Rø* )]•det } c 
X E { exp{ -j2•r[At - {A f/f, }{Ro•/c}] •RND }}exp [ -- 2a{f½ }{Rot + Ro• }] 
X exp{ --j2rr [ {Rot + Ro• )/c ]A f }1 R }d•, Or {61) 
where •det is the deterministic, bistatic Doppler shift defined 
as 
•det • [ L{J•T -- i•R )øU]/c, {62} 
U being the deterministic component of the velocity vector 
V; and •rnd is the random, bistatic Doppler shift defined as 
•md • [ fc{•r -- •R}'Vf]/c, (63} 
Vf being the fluctuating or random component of V. Note 
that the Doppler shifts •det and •rnd are functions of angle 
due to the presence of the inner product. For example, in the 
spherical coordinate system, •det is a function of the spheri- 
cal angles {0, •p}. And since the directivity patterns D T and 
DR are also functions of {0, •p}, different deterministic 
Doppler shifts are weighted differently by the beam patterns. 
Thus a Doppler spread will result because of the finite extent 
of the beamwidths of both the transmit and receive beam 
patterns. 
Now upon substituting Eq. {61} into Eq. {22} and inte- 
grating, one obtains the following bistatic expression for the 
I 
volume reverberation scattering function: 
ff ( IF(œ)):I + det} }] 
X exp [ -- 2tz{ f½ ){Rot + Ro, )] 
X(pr/R : R 2 )dV, {64) Or 0• 
which is a function of the time delay r {in seconds} and the 
Doppler spread •b {in hertz), where 
and 
ro=•(Ror + Ro• )/c, 
(65) 
E { IF(f•)l 2} = IDT{kUT, •OT)I2E{Ig{•R, •T,f•)l 2} 
X ID• (ku•, kv• }l =, {67} 
where k = 2rrf½/c andp•r, {.) is the probability density func- 
tion of the random Doppler shift given by 
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(, ½ ,/3 • f © .17 2 I = - Iœa! I - 
[ xep -- ] 
Il<x < (68) 
where • is the s•ndard deviation ofIV•l . Middleton •7(see p. 
•2) has s•ted (in the context of his reverberation model) 
that when the inherent random Doppler of scatterers is tak- 
en specifica•y into account, a scattering function cannot be 
defined. However, the volume rever•ration scattering func- 
tion given by •. (•) demonstrates that for the volume re- 
verberation m•el used in this paper, a scattering function 
can • defined when random motion of scatterers is includ- 
Note that •(• )as defined by •. (65)is not the round-trip 
time delay. However, it is shown in Ziomek 41'4e that the 
round-trip time delay can • obtained from •(• ) by dividing 
it by the dimensionless scale factor [1 • (•/f•) ]. That is, the 
round-trip time delay is a function of the Doppler spread • 
(which agre• with Middleton's 5 observations) and is given 
by •(• )/[1 • (•/f•) ]. This willbe demonstrated in Sec. IVB 
when a target scattering function is computed. An in-depth 
discussion ofDoppler effects can be found in Middleton. 43 
The derivation of the probability density function of the 
random variable 
•rnd•fc(h• --h•).Vf/c 
=f, - I IVzloos (69) 
can be found in the Appendix and was based upon the as- 
sumptions that IV•,l was Maxwell distributed, the angle •
was uniformly distributed, and that the random variables 
IV•,l and cos • are statistically independent. Figures 3and 4 
are plots of the probability density function given by Eq. (68) 
for a monostatic geometry (h• = -- hr) for •r = 0.1 m/s and 
•r = 1.0 m/s, respectively. As one might expect, when the 
random motion increases (increasing •r), the Doppler spread 
increases. 
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FIG. 3. Probability density function of the random Doppler shift for a mon- 
ostatic transmit/receive array geometry (•r = 0.1 m/s). 
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FIG. 4. Probability density function of the random Doppler shift for a mon- 
ostatic transmit/receive array geometry (•r = 1.0 m/s). 
referred to as the average differential scattering cross section 
of one of the point scatterers and has units of area. 4ø'44'45 The 
average bistatic radar cross section is equal to 
4•rE [ Ig(h•, hr,f•)121 - 4•r%(h•, hr, f•). 
In the case of a monostatic geometry, the average back- 
scatter radar cross section of one of the point scatterers is 
equal to 
4rrE { Ig(- hr, hr,f•)l 2 ] = 4rr•ra(- hr, hr,f•). 
The target strength of an individual point scatter is given by 4• 
10 log,o [•a( -- hr, hr,fc)/A• ]dB re: A,, (70) 
where.41 = 1 m 2 and re means "relative to." Thus the target 
strength or volume reverberation backscattering strength is a 
decibel measure of the differential backscattering cross see- 
tion. n4'4s The volume reverberation backscattering strength 
is dependent upon the type and density of scatterers per unit 
volumefi n'ns For example, the backscattering strength per 
unit volume is given by 4• 
101Oglo[Pv•ra(--hr, hr,f½)R•]dBre:R,, (71) 
wherep •. is the volume density of the scatterers and R • is the 
reference distance, ususally chosen to be 1 m. 
As an example, the average received energy {in dB} from 
volume reverberation will be computed from the expres- 
sion 46 
•v = E,• f_ © f_• Rs, (r, q• )dr dq•, (72) 
where Ey is the average received energy, Ex is the transmit 
energy, and Rs, {r, • } is the volume reverberation scattering 
function given by Eq. (64}. For simplicity, assume a monos- 
, 
tatic transmit/receive array geometry [see Eq. {53}] and no 
motion, i.e., •act -- •rnd = 0; and as a result, P•r.d {• H- •aet } 
--- P•r.d (0 j }=6 (0J }. With these assumptions, Eq. (64} reduces 
to 
Xexp[ --4a(fc)r](pr/rn)dV (73) 
or 
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where 
X exp [ -- 4a(fc }r](pv/r4}dV (75} 
and from Eqs. (53} and (67}, 
E {IF{fc)l } - IO(ku, go) hr,fc } 
X IO• {•u, •o)l:. (76} 
Now, if Eq. {74) is substituted into Eq. {72), one obtains 
& = E• Rs, (r}dr (77} 
and substituting Eq. (75)into Eq. (77) yields 
X exp[ -- 4a{fc }r]{pv/rn)dV (78) 
or 
fv (PV•dK (79) •y = Ex E {If(fc)l:}exp[ -- 4a(fc)r]\ 4,] . 
Next, assume a spherical coordinate system so that 
d V = r a sin 0 dr dO d•p, and that p v is not a function of posi- 
tion. In addition, assume that rra( -- h r, h r, fc) does not de- 
pend upon hr, i.e., assume that aa( -- hr, hr,fc) is omnidir- 
ectional and is equal to a constant aa. Therefore, with these 
•sumptions, •. (79) can be expressed as 
__ •r + (ar/2) exp [ -- •( fc )r] • dr Ey = Ex ( p V•d )dr --(•r/2) r 4 
/2 IO(ku, ko)llO (ku, ko)l sin 0 dO dO=O =0 
{80) 
where k = 2•fc/c, u = sin 0 cos • and v = sin 0 sin •. If it 
is fu•her assumed that the range interval Ar is negligible 
compared to r, then the integrand of the range integral is 
approximately constant so that 
r + (•r/2) exp [-- •( fc }r ]• dr - {ar/2} r 4 
•[exp[ -- •(fc}r]r-4}(•Ar} (81} 
and as a result, •. (80} finally simplifies to 
Ey = E•(Pvad}[ exp[ -- •(fc}r]r-4}(•Ar•}, (82} 
where 
•/2 IO(ku, kv)l=lO (ku, kv)l = sin 0 dO dO=O =0 
Therefore the average received energy from volume rever- 
beration in decibels is 
10 log •o Ey 
= 10 log•o E• + 10 log•o{ P •ad } -- 40 1og•0 r
+ 10 log,o[exp[ -- •{<}r] } + 10 log,o{•Ar•}. 
{84) 
•uation {84} is the sonar equation for volume reverberation 
level (e.g., see Urick 44} since (1} 10 log•o Ex is the source lev- 
el, (2} 10 10g•o(pvcrd} isthe volume reverberation backscat- 
tering strength per unit volume, (3} -- 40 log•o r is the two- 
way transmission loss due to spherical spreading, (4} 
10 log•o{ exp[ -- 4a(fc }r] } is the two-way transmission loss 
due to sound absorption, and (5} the expression taAr• corre- 
sponds to what Urick 44 calls the "reverberating volume." 
And finally, for the sole purpose of comparison, an al- 
ternate expression for the volume reverberation scattering 
function, as is found in Moose, •ø will be presented. As 
Moose •ø indicates, everal researchers (e.g., see Refs. 5, 35, 
and 47} have modeled the reverberation return as 
N(t) 
.•a(t} = • ai2(t -- ri)exp( +j2rrc•it }, (85} 
i=1 
where N {t) is a Poisson random variable which governs the 
number of reflections from the discrete point scatterers that 
contribute to the sum at time t. The a i are random coeffi- 
cients which include all such factors as transducer patterns, 
propagation loss, and the cross sections of the scatterers. If 
the ai are zero mean, statistically independent random varia- 
bles, then Moose •ø shows that the autocorrelation function 
R•R (t, t ') of Eq. (85) is of the same form as Eq. (24) and that 
the scattering function is given by 
(86) 
where g [ la{r, 4 }12} •g{lail 2} for scatterers with ranges 
and Doppler shifts near {r, • }, and p{r, • } is the Poisson pa- 
rameter which describes the density of scatterers near {r, • }, 
i.e., 
P(N; r,•)= [ p(r, • )ArA• iN exp[ -- [ p(r, • }ArA• ]} NI 
is the probability that exactly N scatterers have Doppler 
shifts between d and d + Ad and time delays between r and 
r + At. The product p{r, c) }AfAr) is the expected number of 
scatterers in the area A far). 
The differences between the volume reverberation scat- 
tering functions given by Eqs. {64} and {86} are obvious. 
The scattering function given by Eq. {64} can be substi- 
tuted into the SIR expression of Eq. {25}. 
III. TARGET 
A. Two-frequency correlation function 
The target is modeled as a linear array of discrete high- 
lights in deterministic translational motion. Each highlight 
is characterized byits own average differential scattering 
cross section. The scattered acoustic pressure fields from the 
individual highlights are assumed to be uncorrelated. Only a 
monostatic array geometry will be considered. 
In order to derive a monostatic expression for the two- 
frequency correlation function for a simple line target com- 
posed of discrete point scatterers, start with the following 
monostatic form of the volume reverberation two-frequency 
correlation function in the spherical coordinate system ob- 
tained from Eq. {47}: 
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t 
Xexp[ +j2•r(f--f'}( •det )(•)]exp.- [a(f+f•}(tl--•)+a(f' +f•)(t2 -- •) 2•T.U)} 
X exp[ - 2r[a(f+f•) + a(f' +f•)] }exp[ -j2•r(2r/c)(f-f')] p(/r)sin a dr da d•, 
where 
•det =2fchr.U/c (89) 
is the deterministic, monostati'c Doppler shift since the ve- 
locity vector V in Eqs. (47) and (52)was set equal to U since it 
was assumed that the target, and hence, the scatterers, have 
only deterministic translational motion. The problem now is 
to mathematically represent he volume density functionp v 
of the scatterers. 
Toward this end, refer to Fig. 5 where the line target is 
represented by the vector rAa. The length of the target is 
Iraqi - L m and it has a velocity vector U = where 
h•s is a unit vector in the direction ofr•s. Thus all the high- 
lights will have the same velocity vector U. Both the transmit 
and receive arrays lie in the XY plane. The relative orienta- 
tion of the target with respect o the arrays is specified by the 
position vectors r• and r• to the endpoints ,4 and B of the 
target, respectively. Note that r• = r•- r•. The vector 
r = r• + dh•s is the position vector to any discrete high- 
light along the target. Any particular highlight is designated 
by its distance d (in meters) from endpoint ,4. 
Therefore the volume density function can be expressed 
as 
N 
pv(r, O, gb) = • 6(r- r•)6(O- O•)6(gb- gb•), (90) 
n•l 
where the spherical coordinates (rn, 0n, •Pn ) of the nth high- 
light are given by I 
I 
+[(1-- tin) dn ]2] 1/2 
(88) 
(91) 
0n :½os-l[•ff[(l -- tin) dn ]} L Ir• Iw• +-•- r• Iw• , (92) 
and 
1 i/1_ rn sin 0n 
where 
u• = sin 0• cos •b•, 
v• = sin 0• sin •b•, 
W A • COS 0 A • 
where u• and us, v• and rs, and w• and ws are the direction 
cosines of endpoints A and B of the line target with respect to 
the positive X, Y, and Z axes, respectively; and N is the total 
number of highlights. The parameter d• is the distance (in 
meters) of the nth • highlight from endpoint A. Equations 
(91)-(94) describe the monostatic geometry at the time in- 
stant when transmission begins (i.e., at t = 0). 
Substituting •. (90)into •. (88)yields the following 
monostatic expression for the target wo-frequency orrela- 
tion function: 
(93) 
sin 0• cos •b•, 
sin 0• sin •b•, (94) 
COS 
Rm(f+f•,f' -i-L, tl, 12) 
iv f' f•t l -- 1-{--- t 2 •det. = • E [Fn(f+fc)F•*( +f•}lexp --j2•r 1 q- f• ] f• n -•l
Xexp[-•-J•II'(f--f',( •detn )(-•-)]exp{- [a(f +fc)(t, -- -•-) a{f' +fc)(t2 •-)l •c) "} k Z {- -- gnC •det 
Xexp[- 2r na(f+f•)+a(f' f•)]]exp[--j2rr(2?)(f--f ') (•n •sin On ! ' 
where, from Eq. (48), 
E {Fn(f+f•)F.*{f' +f•)} = DT(klUn, klVn)D•.(k2Un, k2Vn)E {gn(- J•T, J•T,A}gn•(- •T, •T,A)} 
xDR {klUn, klOn )D • (k2un, k2o n) 
(95) 
(96) 
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FIG. 5. Orientation of line target with respect o a monostatic transmit/ 
receive array geometry. 
and from Eq. (89), 
•Jdet. = (2œ/c)(IUI/L)[un(Ir• lu• - Ir• lug) 
+ •(Ir• I• -Ir• I•)+ w•(Ir• Iw• -Ir• Iw•)], 
(97) 
where 
u. = sin O. cos •b., v. = sin 0 n sin •n, (98) 
and 
W n • COS 0n 
arc the direction cosines of the nth highlight with respect o 
the positive x, y, and z axes, respectively. 
The average monostatic (backscatter) adar cross sec- 
tion of the nth highlight is given by 4rrE [ Ign(- hr, hr, 
fc )12 } •4rrera• ( -- h r, h r, f•), where %. (-- h r, h r, fc)iS the 
average differential backscattering cross ection of the nth 
highlight. The target strength of the nth highlight is [see Eq. 
(70)] 
101Oglo[aa• ( -- hr, hr,fc)/,'ll ]dB re:,'ll, (99) 
where A i = 1 m 2. 
Since the target is being modeled as a linear array of N 
highlights ( ources) reradiating in random phase (i.e., the N 
scattered fields are uneorrelated), the average differential 
backscattering cross section of the target is given by 
N 
era(- hr, hr,f•) • • era, (-- hr, hr,f•) (100) 
i=l 
since intensities addil s The corresponding target strength 
can be obtained by computing 
10 log,o [erd(- fir, hr, fc)/•l I ]dB re:'41, (101) 
where .41 = 1 m 2. 
Both the coherence time and the coherence bandwidth, 
and hence, the frequency and time delay spreading associat- 
ed with our target model, can be computed from Eq. {95). 
With the use of Eq. {95}, the autocorrelation function 
R•, (t, t '), which is given by Eq. (15) and appears in the SIR 
expression given by Eq. (14), can now be computed. Since 
Eq. (95) pertains to a monostatic geometry, the monostatic 
form of the volume reverberation two-frequency correlation 
B. Scattering function 
If it is assumed that the transmit signal is narrow band 
so that Ifl/fc .<1, If'l/fc 41, and the approximate r lation- 
ships given by Eqs. (54) through (56)are valid, then Eq. (95) 
reduces to 
N 
RnT(A f, At) = • E {lFn(f•)12}exp(--J2•r•aet. At) 
n--I 
X exp{ --j2•r(rn/C)[ 2 -- (•det./fc)] A f} 
Xexp[ -- 4a(fc)rn ] (1/•)sin On, (102) 
where ,5 f = f-- f', ,5 t = t• -- t2, and the third exponential 
involving attenuation in Eq. (95) was dropped [see Eq. (60)]. 
Now, upon substituting Eq. (102) into Eq. (22)and integrat- 
ing, one obtains the following monostatie xpression for the 
target scattering function: 
Rs•(r, •)= 31 Crn ' 
X exp( -- 4.ct(f c ){(Crn )/[ 2 -- (•detn/fc)] 
XE { IFn(f•)12}sin On(•{'7' -- '7'n)(•(• + •det,, )
(103) 
where 
•=n = (rn/C)[ 2 -- (•detn/L )]' (104) 
E{lfn(f•}l 
x [D•(kun, kon)[ •, {105) 
and k = 2•rfc/C. Note that the time delay parameter •'n giv- 
en by Eq. { 104) is not the round-trip time delay. However, as 
was discussed previously in Sec. IIB with regard to the vol- 
ume reverberation scattering function, the round-trip delay 
can be computed from •'n by dividing it by [ 1 -- {•Jaet./fc } ], 
i.e., the round-trip time delay corresponding to the nth high- 
light is given by •'n/[ 1 -- {•Jaet./fc } ]' This will be demon- 
strated in Sec. IVB when a target scattering function is com- 
puted. 
The scattering function given by Eq. { 103} can be substi- 
tuted into the SIR expression of Eq. {25}. Since Eq. {103} 
pertains to a monostatic geometry, the monostatic form of 
the volume reverberation scattering function must therefore 
be used in Eq. {25 } also. 
IV. EXAMPLE PROBLEM CALCULATIONS 
A. Volume reverberation scattering function 
A computer solution of the volume reverberation scat- 
tering function will be presented for an example problem 
involving a monostatic transmit/receive array geometry. 
The following monostatic form of the volume reverber- 
ation scattering function in spherical coordinates can be ob- 
tained from Eq. (64): 
( )' [ ( ) 2+(•/fc) exp -- . ß •(•, •)= , ß 4a(œ) c• cr 2 + (•1œ) 
( ) x pv ' ,0,•b •o=o =o 2+•/fc) 




where R r and R u are the lower and upper limits of integra- 
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tion with respect o range, respectively. It is assumed that the 
array lies in the XYplane. Thus the positive Z axis is normal 
to the face of the array. In this example problem, both the 
transmit and receive directivity functions are identical, i.e., 
Dr -- DR -- D. As a result, 
E{lF(fc)[ •1 -- [D (ku, kv)14E {[g(- •r, •r,fc)[=}, 
(o7) 
where the directivity function actually used is 
D (ku, ko} = Qn cos .(2n - 1 }•rd (u - Uo) Qn 
I _ • /[n-----I 
X { sin [ (10•rd/A }v ] / 10 sin [ (•rd/A }v ] 1. (108} 
Equation (108} corresponds to a (10 X 10} planar array com- 
posed of 10-element, amplitude shaded, phase shifted, linear 
arrays parallel to the X axis and 10-element, uniformly 
shaded, linear arrays parallel to the Y axis where Q• = 1.0, 
Q2 = 0.8389, Q3 = 0.5801, Q4 = 0.3153, Q5 = 0.1251, and 
d/A = 0.4. The parameter d is the uniform spacing (in me- 
ters} between elements and 2 is the wavelength (in meters) 
corresponding to the frequency fc (in hertz). The particular 
choice of amplitude shading coefficients ensures 40-dB 
down side-lobe levels in the XZ plane. The phase shift 
Uo = sin 0o cos •bo is used for beam tilting in the XZ plane. 
Assume that the array is in motion in the positive z 
direction and that the relative, deterministic velocity of the 
discrete point scatterers with respect to the array is 
U = -- 20.0 • m/s so that 
•det = -- (40'0L/C)COS 0 Hz. (109) 
Finally, for simplicity, also assume that the scatterers 
are uniformly distributed in space, i.e., p v = constant; and 
that the average differential backscattering cross section of 
an individual point scatterer is omnidirectional, i.e., 
E { Ig( -- h r, h r, fc)l 2 } does not depend upon h r and is, 
therefore, equal to a constant 
Let us first consider the ease of relative, deterministic 
motion only. Using the aforementioned assumptions and re- 
placing p,• (• + •det )by 6 (• + •det ), Eq. (106)reduces to
) = g ID (ku, ko)14d sin 0, 
=0 
where • is such that 
(110) 
(40.Ofc/C)COS 0 = • Hz; •r/2>0>0, (111) 
and 
R;'(2 + 3) >•r>•--•- (2 + f•- ) ,
and where 
(112) 
K pv exp 4a(fc} 2 + (•/fc} C7' 
(113) 
Figures 6-8 are normalized Doppler profiles (range 
constant} of Eq. (110} for beam tilts of 0o = 0 ø, •bo = 0ø; 
0o = 30 ø, •bo = 0ø; and 0o = 45 ø, •bo = 0 ø, respectively. The 
values of c = 1500 m/s, a( fc } = 4.9 X 10 -4 Np/m, and fc 
= 25 kHz were used in connection with Figs. 6-8. Note the 
increase in Doppler spread, measured at the 3-dB down lev- 
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FIG. 6. Normalized Doppler profile of volume reverberation scattering 
function. Relative deterministic motion only (0 o = 0 ø, •bo = 0ø). 
el, as the beam tilt angle 0o is increased. This is not surprising 
since as the beam tilt angle is increased, .the beamwidth of the 
directivity pattern increases 49which results in an increase in 
Doppler spread. Also observe from Fig. 6 that the scattering 
function peaks at 0• = 664 Hz, which corresponds to 0 -- 5 ø, 
rather than peaking at 0• = 667 Hz, which corresponds to 
0 = 0o = 0 ø. This is due to the sin 0 dependence of the scat- 
tering function. At 0 = 0 ø, the elemental scattering volume 
dVis zero; and hence, there is no scattered power. Figures 6- 
8 correspond to relative deterministic motion only and dem- 
onstrate the effect of tilting a given beam pattern on frequen- 
cy spread. 
If we now allow the discrete point scatterers to have 
random motion, Eq. (106)becomes 
;•2•r F•r/2 ) = t ID (ku, kv)l 4 P{J•rnd =0 JO=O 
X [q• -- (40.Of•/c)eos 0 ]sin 
(114) 
where it was assumed that the relative, deterministic velocity 
of the discrete point scatterers with respect o the array is 
U = -- 20.0 • m/s [see Eq. (109)], and where K is given by 
Eq. (113), the direetivity function D by Eq. (108), andp• d (.) 
L / I I 
FREQUENCY SPREAD = 88 H 
0 100 200 300 • 500 600 700 
DOPPLER SHIFT, • (Hz) 
FIG. 7. Normalized Doppler profile of volume reverberation scattering 
function. Relative deterministic motion only (0o -- 30 ø, •bo - 0ø). 
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FIG. 8. Normalized Doppler profile of volume reverberation scattering 
function. Relative deterministic motion only {0o = 45', •bo = 0'). 
by Eq. (68) with hR = --h T and c = 1.0 m/s (see Fig. 4). 
Figure 9 is a normalized Doppler profile of Eq. (114). The 
values of the parameters used for Fig. 9 are identical with 
those used ,for Fig. 8. By comparing Figs. 8 and 9, it is seen 
that an additional frequency spread of 26 Hz is introduced 
by the random motion of the scatterers for c = 1.0 m/s. This 
represents an increase Of approximately 17%. 
B. Target scattering function 
The target scattering function given by Eq. (103) is cal- 
culated for an example problem using the monostatic trans- 
mit/receive array geometry depicted in Fig. 10. In this ex- 
ample, the array is not in motion. The magnitude of the 
deterministic velocity of the target is ]U] = 20.0 m/s. The 
location of the endpoints,4 and B of the target with respect to 
the array when transmission at t = 0 begins is specified by 
the following constants: IrA I = 500 m, OA = OB = 5.739 ø, 
•a = 180*, and •a = 0'. The length of the target is L = 100 
m. With this information, Ira l can be calculated. The num- 
ber of highlights being considered is N = 10. The first high- 
light is located 5 m from point A and the spacing between the 
remaining highlights thereafter is 10 m. The values 0o = 45', 
•bo = 00, c = 1500.342 m/s, a(fc)= 4.9)< 10 -4 Np/m, and 
I I I / i i 
0 =471 Hz -e= e o= 450 
FREQUENCY SPREAD < 180 _ 
I I I I 
100 200 300 tL}0 500 600 7OO 
DOPPLER SHIFT, • (Hz) 
FIG. 9. Normalized Doppler profile of volume reverberation scattering 
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FIG. 10. Orientation of line target with respect o a monostatic transmit/ 
receive array geometry for example target scattering function calculation. 
f½ = 25 kHz are used. It is assumed that DT = DR = D, 
where the directivity function D is given by Eq. (108). It is 
also assumed that E {[g, { - h T, h T, f½)] 2} is equal to a con- 
stant value •r d which is the same for all N highlights. 
Values for the normalized target scattering function, as 
a function of •- and •b, are presented in Table I. Upon inspect- 
ing Table I, it can be seen that highlights 1-5 have positive 
Doppler shifts which indicate that these five Mghlights are 
approaching the array which is in agreement with the geom- 
etry of the problem. Also note that highlights 6-10 have 
negative Doppler shifts which indicate that these five high- 
lights are receding from the array which is also physically 
correct. Highlights 5 and 6 have Doppler shifts which are 
almost equal to zero since the position vectors r5 and r6 for 
these two highlights are nearly perpendicular to the line tar- 
get. Note that the magnitude of the scattering function is 
larger for highlights 6-10 as compared to highlights 1-5. 
And, in fact, the scattering function has its maximum value 
at highlight 8. This is also in agreement with the geometry of 
the problem since the beam pattern was tilted in the general 
direction ofhighlights 6-10. 
Note that the values for •-, appearing in Table I do not 
correspond to round-trip time delays. 
Table II presents values for the range r,, the simple 
round-trip time delay 2r,/c, and the actual round-trip time 
delay •',/[ 1 -- {•baet./f½) ], for the ten highlights. The simple 
round-trip time delay does not depend upon Doppler shift 
while the actual round-trip time delay does. The range val- 
ues r, {at t = 0 when transmission begins) were computed 
from Eq. {91). Upon inspecting Table II, it can be seen that 
the actual round-trip time delays for highlights 1-5 are 
smaller than the corresponding simple round-trip time de- 
TABLE I. Normalized target scattering function. 
Highlight •' = 7' n • = -- •det n Rsr(•-,4 ) 
n (s) (Hz) {dB) 
1 0.666 680 59.851 -- 0.376 507E 02 
2 0.665 438 46.579 -- 0.243 289E 02 
3 0.664 461 33.255 -- 0.107 524E 02 
4 0.663 752 19.888 -- 0.592 028E 01 
5 0.663 310 6.481 --0.686 279E 01 
6 0.663 137 --6.858 --0.511 047E 01 
7 0.663 231 -- 20.276 -- 0.328 704E Q0 
8 0.663 592 - 33.638 - 0.000 000E 00 
9 0.664 220 -46.960 - 0.294 615E 01 
10 0.665 115 -- 60.229 -- 0.109 380E 02 
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TABLE II. Round-trip time delay calculations. 
Highlight r. 2r./c •'•/[ 1 --(•detn/fC)] 
n (m) (s) (s) 
1 499.526 0.665 882 8 0.665 087 7 
2 498.728 0.664 819 0.664 200 5 
3 498.128 0.664 019 2 0.663 578 3 
4 497.730 0.663 488 7 0.663 224 4 
5 497.531 0.663 223 4 0.663 138 1 
6 497.534 0.663 227 4 0.663 318 9 
7 497.738 0.663 499 3 0.663 769 3 
8 498.143 0.664 039 2 0.664 486 
9 498.747 0.664 844 4 0.665 47 
10 499.552 0.665 917 5 0.666 721 1 
lays since these five highlights have positive Doppler shifts 
and are therefore approaching the array. Similarly, the actu- 
al round-trip time delays for highli. ghts 6-10 are larger than 
the corresponding simple round-trip time delays since these 
five highlights have negative Doppler shifts and are there- 
fore receding from the array. 
v. SUMMARY 
This paper considered the problem of detecting a dou- 
bly spread target return in the presence of reverberation and 
noise. Both the target and reverberation returns were mo- 
deled as the outputs from linear, time-varying, random 
filters. 
Signal-to-interference ratio (SIR} expressions for a dou- 
bly spread target were derived for both broadband and nar- 
row-band transmit signals. It was shown that in the broad- 
band case, the SIR is dependent upon target and 
•reverberati•on two-frequency orrelation functions and upon 
the transmit and processing waveforms. For WSSUS com- 
munication channels, the narrow-band case, the SIR is de- 
pendelat ,upon the target and reverberation scattering func- 
tions and the cross-ambiguity function of the transmit and 
processi.ng waveforms. The term "narrow band" was used to 
describe a •transmit s•gnal vis-•t-vis "broadband" whenever 
the values of the frequency dependent functions such as di- 
rectivity patt.erns, differential scattering cross sections, and 
attenuation coefficients due to sound absorption could be 
approximated by their values at the center or cartier fre- 
quency. 
Both volume .reverberation and target two-frequency 
correlation func.tions and scattering functions were derived. 
In the past, assumed functional forms for the reverberation 
(clutter} scattering function were used in order to calculate 
the SIR. 
Volume reverberation was modeled as the spatially un- 
correlated scattered acoustic pressure field from randomly 
distributed discrete point scatterers in deterministic plus 
random translational motion. The point scatterers were dis- 
tributed in space according to an aribtrary volume density 
function with dimensioris of number of scatterers per unit 
volume. 
The two-frequency correlation function representing 
the volume reverberation communication channel was der- 
ived for a bistatic transmit/receive planar array geometry. A • 
single scattering approximation was used and frequency de- 
pendent attenuation of sound pressure amplitude due to ab- 
sorption was included. General, frequency dependent rans- 
mit and receive directivity patterns were also included. The 
scattered fields from different regions within the scattering 
volume were assumed to be uncorrelated. 
Using a narrow-band assumption, a bistatic expression 
for the volume reverberation scattering function was ob- 
tained from the two-frequency correlation function via a 
two-dimensional Fourier transformation. It was shown to 
include explicitly all the important system functions and 
physical parameters as opposed to having them lumped to- 
gether and accounted for by a single random variable as has 
been done in the past. A probability density function of ran- 
dom Doppler shift due to the random motion of the scat- 
terers was also derived. Computer plots of the density func- 
tion were presented for a monostatic geometry as a function 
of the standard deviation of the random motion of the scat- 
terers. In addition, the average received energy from volume 
reverberation was computed from the monostatic form of 
the volume reverberation scattering function. Using several 
simplifying assumptions, it was shown to reduce to the sonar 
equation for the reverberation level. 
The doubly spread target was modeled as a linear array 
of discrete highlights in deterministic translational motion 
with respect to a monostatic transmit/receive array geome- 
try. The target two-frequency correlation function was ob- 
tained from the monostatic form of the volume reverbera- 
tion two-frequency correlation function by appropriately 
specifying the volume density function of the highlights. 
Using a narrow-band assumption, a monostatic expres- 
sion for the target scattering function was obtained from the 
two-frequency correlation function via a two-dimensional 
Fourier transformation. 
Computer simulation results for both the volume rever- 
beration and target scattering functions were presented for 
example problems involving a monostatic transmit/receive 
array geometry. The volume reverberation scattering func- 
tion predicted frequency spreading as a function of both 
beam tilt angle and random motion of the discrete point scat- 
terers. As one might expect, frequency spread increased as 
both beam tilt angle and random motion increased. Also 
predic.ted was time spread and/or contraction as a function 
of Doppler shift. Similarly, the target scattering function 
predicted a spread in Doppler values and a time spread and/ 
or contraction as a function of Doppler shift. 
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APPENDIX 
Consider the random variable [Eq. (69)] 
q•rnd • fc(•T -- hR).Vf/c = fc I•T -- hR I IVflcos 
where it is assumed that IV f! is Maxwell distributed, the 
angle • is uniformly distributed, and that the random varia- 
bles IVfl and cos • are statistically independent. In order for 
IVfl- (g3 + 1/2 /• + V•) to be Maxwell distributed, the 
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three components Ys•, Ys,, and Yx. must be statistically inde- 
pendent Gaussian random variables, each with zero mean 
and variance cr 2 (e.g., see Papoulis5ø). 
In order to derive the probability density function of 
•brnd, first rewrite Eq. (69)as 
•rna =XY, (A1} 
where 
X-alVl, (A2) 
r= cos •', (A3) 
and 
a --L ]fir -- fir ]/c. (A4) 
Note that E [ •brnd } = E {X }E [ Y } = 0 since E { cos •' } = 0 
when •' is uniformly distributed? • Since X and Yare statisti- 
cally independent random variables, the probability density 
function of •brnd isgiven by 52 
where5O. 53 
•Ox(X) = (1/lal)•olv, l (x/a}, 






(x•___) {1/{•r[1--{•/x,2]l/:}; ]•b/x]<l, {A8, - o; I l > 1. 
Note that the probability hat (•b/x) = • 1 is zero? Substi- 
tuting •s. {A6•{AS)into •. {AS)yields 
ff 1 1 x •
xO, I/xl < 1, {A9} 
or 
IOl<x< {AlO) 
which is the probability density function of the random 
Doppler shift 
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